LTE A New Live on More Than 20 Networks
By Dany Jalone, Writer, Editor-at-large, 7/8/2014
There are now more than 20 countries with LTE Advanced live around the globe, and that number could double by the end of 2015.
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AT&T Tightens NetBand to IBM SoftLayer
By CAROL WILSON, Writer, Editor-at-large, 5/6/2014
AT&T and IBM continue to evolve their cloud services partnership because business customers continue to demand more options for their use of cloud. The latest move is...
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Infinera Targets Data Center Connectivity Market With Metro Platform
By PAYNE MELROSE, Writer, Editor-in-chief, 7/8/2014
SANTA CLARA, Calif. — After years of speculation about Infinera’s plans for the 1002 metro market, the transport infrastructure vendor has finally revealed its Cloud...
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Cable Subs Hungary for YouTube
By ALAN BRENNICK, Cable/Video Practice Leader, 5/8/2014
In a strong early sign that Internet video services can be matched with traditional TV services, YouTube is proving to be a big hit with cable subscribers...
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Cable Show Drops the Cable
By MARK AILEY, Independent Technology Editor, 5/8/2014
The new Cable Show. It’s not the same as the old Cable Show...
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AOF, OFN List Vendors in Transport SDN

Denali, wave7, Juniper, SonicWise, Zebra

The AOF and OFN list the vendors participating in their long-discussed transport...
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NFV Less NTT America Flex In Networks

BITSN WAKER, Wako, Broadband Editor, 7/10/2014

IDC says NTT America provides specialized network services for enterprises...
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